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(Photo: Caroline Bell, Mandy E. MacLean & Owen VanHouten, in a scene from the ARC production of Abyss by Maria Milisavljevic.)

Launch of ARC Academy - Online Training Fall of 2020

The ARC Academy will launch in Fall 2020 with a ten-week online training intensive, Script
Analysis for Theatre Directors. Taught by acclaimed Canadian director, Richard Rose, the
course is open to four emerging theatre artists in Atlantic Canada who have completed an
accredited training program, and have early professional experience and/or advanced
training in directing for stage.
(Photo: Jeﬀ Dingle, Sarah O’Brecht and Kyle Gillis in a scene from No Man Is An Island by Thomas Hodd, directed by Natasha MacLellan)

This is an exclusive course and is only open to four candidates.
Each ARC participant will receive a $1000 honorarium for completion of the training.

The Script Analysis for Theatre Directors online intensive is an examination and exploration of the directing process from concept
through rehearsal to opening night for you as the director. A how-to-go from your initial gut impression at ﬁrst reading,
choosing/recognizing the right play for you and analysis of the script. What does the script say, and what are the signals in the dramatic
writing that cue and measure the director’s vision. The training will include extensive analysis of numerous plays from diﬀerent eras,
genres and styles from the Greeks through Shakespeare to the new Canadian play. It will cover how the director’s instinct, concepts
and the vision for the play, in concert with thorough analysis, enables the work with designers and producers on the big picture and
provides the new director the language to speak with fellow theatre artists of various disciplines. This would include talking about time
and space with designers, atmosphere and action with composers, formulating the show’s needs for producers and production
managers, structuring and conceiving the rehearsal process, and ﬁnding a language to enable the actors’ creativity from the big picture
to the moment-by-moment rehearsal. Analysis for the Director in the dramaturgy process will also be included.

The training will be provided over a ten-week term, with participants meeting once a
week via ZOOM for three hours. It will require the participants to work outside the
class, primarily reading and analyzing numerous classical and contemporary plays.
Analysis will lead to the preparation of a number of Directing Scripts for concrete
use/reference in dramaturgical and design sessions, rehearsal, production week and
previews. It will also include one on one tutorials.

Course duration:
Ten weeks - one day a week from
September 28 to December 18 - a break is
taken November 2 to 14

To Apply:
Send resume and a brief letter of
interest to director@atlanticrep.ca

Deadline 5:00 pm AST, September 14th

(Photo: Kenzie Delo, Caroline Bell, with playwright, Stephen Massicotte
preparing for a performance of the ARC production of Mary’s Wedding at
the Canadian Embassy in Paris, France.)

Training is central to the Atlantic Repertory Company (ARC) development plan. As the ARC program matures, ongoing training and
professional development and mentoring will enhance the career skills of ARC residents. We assume that all ARC residents have attained
the requisite level of expertise as a result of attending an accredited theatre training center. ARC Academy will focus on the development
of speciﬁc skill sets as well as career development training that goes beyond the stage.

The onset of the COVID Crisis has forced the ARC to rethink the timelines for full implementation. Under the circumstances, it is
impossible to predict when it will again be appropriate to engage artists from various provinces to spend prolonged periods in New
Brunswick. In response to this challenge we are now planning a series of Online Training programs for the beneﬁt of
ARC residents. The original concept involved oﬀering this training at no cost to resident artists employed by the ARC. However, as a result
of the Covid- related shutdown of theatres and venues across the region opportunities have disappeared for many artists. The ARC
cannot, at this time, predict when we will have a large group of artists working with us for an extended period.
The ARC is currently planning a very scaled-back production schedule that is ﬂexible enough to anticipate re-scheduling or
cancellations. This means that the ARC will not have a critical mass of artists working with us on site this year in order to enable
face-to-face training and mentoring initiatives.
Starting in the fall of 2020, the ARC will host a series of online training sessions
designed to enhance artist skill-sets. As the ARC will not be employing these artists for
work on various projects, an honorarium will be paid to course participants.

(Photo: Kenzie Delo and Caroline Bell in Mary’s Wedding by Stephen Massicotte)

Richard Rose has been the Artistic Director of Tarragon
Theatre since 2002.Prior to that Richard was Founding
Artistic Director at Necessary Angel (a position he held
from 1978–2002), Associate Director for Canadian Stage
Company, Director of the Stratford Festival Young
Company and spent ten seasons directing at the
Stratford Festival. He has directed plays across Canada,
the United States, and in London’s West End in styles
ranging from the environmental to the classical. Richard
is well known for developing new work, including four
plays that have won the Governor General’s Award and
nine other nominated plays.
He is a multiple Dora Award winner for direction and
production, and has received numerous nominations.

Diversity Statement for the ARC

The Atlantic Repertory Company is committed to diversity, inclusivity, and equity in our creative practice. We are
committed to fostering an atmosphere where artists, employees and volunteers, regardless of gender, race, age,
sexual orientation or identity, or disability, feels respected and valued. We are committed to providing equitable
opportunities for employment and advancement in all of our programs and creative projects.

ARC Academy is generously supported by:
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